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Steps for problems with a DAU 5000 Voting unit in a DAU 5000 Voting unit.

1. Reinstall the DAU 5000 Voting unit in a DAU 5000 Voting unit.
2. Reinstall the DAU 5000 Voting unit in a DAU 5000 Voting unit.
3. Reinstall the DAU 5000 Voting unit in a DAU 5000 Voting unit.

Steps for Using the Input Buttons

1. Look for the Response Test screen on the DAU 5000 Voting unit.
2. Look for the Response Test screen on the DAU 5000 Voting unit.
3. Look for the Response Test screen on the DAU 5000 Voting unit.
4. Look for the Response Test screen on the DAU 5000 Voting unit.

Steps for Using the Input Buttons

1. Initialize a voter who will use the tackle input buttons.
2. Initialize a voter who will use the tackle input buttons.
3. Initialize a voter who will use the tackle input buttons.
4. Initialize a voter who will use the tackle input buttons.

Steps for Using the Input Buttons

1. Initialize a voter who will use the tackle input buttons.
2. Initialize a voter who will use the tackle input buttons.
3. Initialize a voter who will use the tackle input buttons.
4. Initialize a voter who will use the tackle input buttons.
Assemble the DAU 5000 Voting units.
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1. Hold the DAU card so that the slot of the DAU 5000 Voting unit is installed in the connector and is face up.
2. Post the DAU card into the slot in the side of the DAU 5000 Voting unit.
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For information on how a disabled voter uses the DAU 5000 Voting unit to vote:
- A set of tactile input buttons (Tactile Input) have built-in volume control.
- A pair of PS headphones (PS Headphones) is installed in the DAU 5000 Voting unit.
- For each DAU 5000 Voting unit you will need:
  - PS Headphones
  - DAU card
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C. Place the tactile input buttons into the tactile input buttons jack on the side of the DAU 5000 Voting unit.
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NOTE: The buttons on the DAU 5000 Voting unit do not use any voter.

D. Go to Step 2. Check the batteries if the DAU 5000 Voting unit will be used for curb-side voting on.
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From Black Box Voting Document Archives.
Check the batteries if the DAU 5000 voting unit will be used for curbside voting.

The DAU 5000 voting unit on page 7.

C. Go to step 1. Look for the Response Test screen on controller and to each other.

B. Refer to the previous voting system election day.

A. Put the DAU 5000 voting unit into a booth that is the furthest away from the controller.

If you plan to have curbside voting, the curbside voting unit must be connected to the nearest curbside unit in the booth that has plenty of room for voters in wheelchairs.

3. Put the DAU 5000 voting unit into a booth.

B. Go to step 3. Put the DAU 5000 voting unit into a booth.

A. Check to be sure that the DAU 5000 voting unit has Otto's batteries.

If you plan to have curbside voting (where you can vote equipment setup for DAU 5000 voting units.

FROM BLACK BOX VOTING DOCUMENT ARCHIVES
### Button Test on DAU 5000 Voting Units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps for Testing DAU 5000 Voting Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Look for the Response Test screen on the DAU 5000 Voting Unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Go to Step 2. Test the buttons on the DAU 5000.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DAU 5000 Voting Unit**

- **Power** (see problems with a DAU PC card in a DAU PC card is securely installed and secured)
- **Errors** (you must be sure the unit is not displayed on any one of the DAUs 5000)
- **Response Test screen is not displayed on any unit.**
- **Input buttons (on the bottom row of the screen):**
  - Input buttons should be displayed on the DAU 5000 with pictures of the retail store.
  - The Response Test screen should be displayed on the unit.
  - The first booth has a DAU 5000 unit.

**Steps for Testing DAU 5000 Voting Units**

1. Look for the Response Test screen on the DAU 5000 Voting Unit.
2. Test the buttons on the DAU 5000.
Test the buttons on the DAU 5000 voting unit

1. Turn the phone unit on page 1.1.

2. Follow the steps in Problems with a DAU PC card in the phone unit are all working. The DAU 5000 voting unit is ready for voting.

3. Follow the instructions on the DAU 5000 screen to adjust the volume on the headphones if necessary.

4. Listen to the headphones for the color of the picture on the DAU 5000 screen.

5. Press each tactile input button for the picture on the DAU 5000 screen. If you see a check mark appear or disappears on the picture, it means the tactile button is working.

6. When you press the same button again, the check mark will disappear.

7. If you see a check mark appear over the picture while the voting unit is turned on, it means the button on the phone unit is working.

8. If you press another button on the DAU 5000 screen, the picture will change to the first button of a button on the DAU 5000 screen is displayed on the

9. When the Response Test screen is displayed on the DAU 5000 voting unit.
Steps for Using Tactile Input Buttons

1. If a voter who will use the tactile input buttons

2. Instruct a voter who will use the tactile input buttons

3. On the DAV 5000,

   The GREEN tactile input button corresponds to the ENTR button.

   Tell the voter to press the GREEN tactile input button once to enter the access code.

   GREEN tactile input button must be used at least

   Different position on the ballot

   They can be used to navigate to different lines on the ballot

   In other words, the RED tactile input button

   Tell the voter to press the RED tactile input button.

   A disabled voter may need to use the tactile input button.
1. Implement curbside voting

Steps for Curbside Voting

A. Issue a access code for the voter as described in the
B. Give the access code ticket to an election judge.
C. Send the judge to the booth that contains the
D. Have the judge enter the access code into the
E. When the judge is checked, the curbside voting unit will display the
F. When the judge disconnects the voting unit,
G. When the voter has finished voting and has pressed

Curb side Voting

1. Polling Place.
   The curbside voting unit can now be used in the
2. Your Vote Has Been Recorded
3. When the voting unit is re-connected, the following message displays on the voting unit screen:
4. Reconnect the booth-to-boot cable.
5. Have the judge return the voting unit to the booth

To Record Your Vote
Connect EFC to Network

unit screen:

6. When the voter is finished voting and has pressed
   connected (to the voter waiting at curbside).
   Headphones and tactile input portion. If they are
   have the judge carry the voting unit (and the
   booth-to-boot cable)

7. When the judge disconnects the voting unit,

8. When the call is displayed on the curbside voting
   unit, the judge enters the access code into the
   curbside voting unit and take it to an eligible
   voter waiting in a car.
   From the controller so that it is the last voting
   installed in the booth that is the furthest away

9. The curbside voting unit must have been

   \textbf{IMPORTANT}
Removing a mismatched DAU PC card in a DAU 5000 voting unit

1. Remove the DAU PC card from the DAU 5000 voting unit.

   - Call Election Headquarters to report the mismatched DAU PC card.

   DAU Election Mismatch

   Location: When you verify your polling place following message displays on the DAU 5000 voting unit, the MIB installed in the controller does not match the DAU PC card. In this case, the DAU 5000 does not load polling.

   Follow these steps to remove the DAU PC card:

   A. Remove the DAU PC card from the DAU 5000 voting unit.

   B. To recycle power (if a replacement DAU PC card is installed), turn off the DAU 5000 voting unit, install the replacement DAU PC card, turn the DAU 5000 voting unit on, and use the DAU 5000 voting unit. Then re-connect the controller.

   C. Follow the instructions on the controller screen.

   D. To recycle power (if you have a replacement DAU PC card, then install it in the DAU 5000 voting unit as described in Step 3), install the replacement DAU PC card after you have installed it in the DAU 5000 voting unit.

2. From Black Box Voting Document Archives
Problems with a DAU PC card in a DAU 5000 voting unit

Follow these steps to install the replacement DAU

13.

Installing the replacement DAU PC card in a DAU 5000 voting unit

D. Continue issuing access codes.

Election Day Manual:

C. Re-number the booths as described in the

vote units on page 5.

D. Install the replacement DAU PC card as

misstated DAU PC card installed.

Follow these steps to install the replacement DAU

DAU PC card installed:

a. Then use the DAU 5000 voting unit with the new

b. Re-number the booths.

c. Recycle power to the controllers.

d. Install the replacement DAU PC card in the

Election Headquarters:

When a replacement DAU PC card is delivered from

DAU 5000 voting unit,